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The Mindz Eye

Everyone has intuition and everyone receives guidance from

the other side. It could be as simple as we are here. You are

not alone! Sometimes it may be a message to change where

you are going. It could be to run into someone you are

suppose to meet or simply to get off the road where you

might be in an accident.

  My daughter and another reader was helping a friend at an

event. Coming home n 95 S before exit 18, a Buck came out in

the road. Both girls stopped and went to get a picture of the

Buck and he ran off. They got back on the road and there had

been a multi car crash minutes before. Someone was

watching over them!

  A group of us went up to Laconia and one of our friends had

lost their son. He was coming through to them as a blue

Dragonfly. I kept seeing Michael’s face on bikers and told my

husband to be careful. Michael was warning us about

something. 
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We pulled into Dunkin and a blue Dragonfly

landed on the dash. 10 bikers gabbing and

looking at the Dragonfly talked for quite a

while. It flew away and everyone got on their

bikes heading towards Laconia. Again, there

was a huge accident with trucks on their

sides as well as bikes. I no longer believe in

coincidences

When you get one of those gut feelings,

listen to them. You may land in the right

spot at the right time or avoid a dangerous

situations. As you become more aware,

listening will bcome easier. 

Many years ago, I heard to get out of a lane and

go up another way. I saw the car in my old spot

get hit. I felt guilty and a couple of wonderful

people told me that I listened and the person

that was hit didn’t. 

 You are not alone in this journey. We have so

many loved ones, Angels and Spirit Guides

helping us through this crazy life. Just pay

attention!

 

Patti




